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ABSTRACT
Privacy is a widely studied concept in relation to social computing and sensor-based technologies; scores of research papers have investigated people’s ‘privacy preferences’ and apparent reluctance to share personal data. In this paper we explore how Ubicomp and HCI studies have approached the notion of privacy, often as a quantifiable concept. Leaning on several theoretical frameworks, but in particular Nissenbaum’s notion of contextual integrity, we question the viability of obtaining universal answers in terms of people’s ‘general’ privacy practices and apply elements of Nissenbaum’s theory to our own data in order to illustrate its relevance. We then suggest restructuring inquiries into information sharing in studies of state-of-the-art technologies and analyze contextually grounded issues using a different, more specific vocabulary. Finally, we provide the first building blocks to such vocabulary.
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INTRODUCTION
With sensor-based and networked technologies built into the fabric of our everyday lives, from mobile personal devices to work places and public areas, personal information is now more accessible and sharable than ever before. This leads to a natural level of concern as to who has access to one’s personal information and how it is shared. Research is therefore increasingly addressing issues of personal privacy. As opposed to data privacy (also referred to by Iachello and Hong as ‘data protection’ [21]), where laws and even constitutions prescribe what can and cannot legally be shared, personal privacy addresses the more fluid notion of privacy around a person, such as one’s right to control personal information flow.

Issues of personal privacy in particular emerge in relation to the use of mobile devices that can take advantage of context information such as identity and location of a user, because mobile applications share information that was previously unsharable. Just as the digitization of music not only made it possible to edit music after recording but also enabled effortless (sometimes illegal) sharing, digitization of other information presents equally mixed advantages.

Many studies have investigated users’ information management within interactive, mobile systems as well as individual’s concern for information sharing when using mobile and sensor-based applications, studies that are relevant for CHI in terms of future design and development of technologies. However, despite research addressing overall concerns relating to personal privacy in these systems, there is a shortage of empirical studies focusing on the underlying contextually grounded reasons for people’s privacy concern or lack thereof. Desiring to uncover simple rules and guidelines for design of sensor-based technology, many researchers have instead investigated narrow issues of information sharing such as with whom people would like to share particular information, and when, but few such studies have applied more theoretical notions of privacy to their data analysis or developed theoretical frameworks (with some notable exceptions [1, 12, 30]). With the limited analytical treatment of privacy, empirical findings are often locked into the context of the study. In this paper we argue that privacy is not an easily measurable unit and that we as HCI researchers and practitioners need to approach the notion through more contextually grounded measures. We hope to provide researchers with better insights into the concept of privacy and better tools to study this often slippery notion. We base our argument on Nissenbaum’s theory of ‘Contextual Integrity’ [29], which views privacy as the appropriate flow of information rather than a static act of sharing. Illustrating key issues from the theory with our own empirical data, we provide evidence for the shortcomings of previous scenario-based studies of sensor-based services; we then provide recommendations for
research approaches to privacy and suggest the first important distinctions within a new privacy vocabulary.

TECHNOLOGY AND INDIVIDUALS’ PRIVACY SENSITIVITIES
Researchers have already expressed concerns about digital technologies’ ability to easily distribute even simple personal data such as birthplace and date; it has been argued that because electronic data can be shared more easily than paper-based directories, new standards for protecting personal information were needed [28]. In the mid-nineties, new telephone systems capable of displaying the caller’s number (caller ID) were challenged as privacy invading, as they left the caller unable to remain anonymous until he/she chose to reveal him/herself [26]. More recently, sensor-based personal technologies such as location tracking applications and public surveillance have presented new challenges to the individual’s sense of personal privacy. A number of studies have explored individual preferences for sharing information (such as location) through survey instruments, usually involving descriptions of likely scenarios of use [5, 25]. In Tang et al.’s study user-created data was used to generate scenarios about which participants answered questions regarding location-sharing preferences [35]. Using interview methods, other studies have explored issues such as attitude toward the sharing of online media [20], or WiFi snooping of content from personal laptops [24]. These studies set the scene for understanding initial reactions to information management, and provide a valuable foundation for later research. Yet, a basic challenge in this work is the inherent ambiguity in the definition of privacy itself, as well as questions over the generalizability of specific results.

Where most of these studies look at particular aspects of privacy concern, others have attempted to take a broader, more theoretical stance. Palen and Dourish, for example, provide a thorough analysis of privacy issues within socio-technical systems. Leaning on Altman’s theory that describes privacy as dialectic and dynamic control processes for privacy boundaries, the authors analyze several relevant prototype and implemented systems. They point to the disparity that privacy regulation is not static or rule-based, yet technology, by definition, relies on both rules and stable functionality. The authors emphasize that the importance is not the specific privacy settings within the technology itself, but rather how the technology fits into cultural practices of privacy management [30]. Dourish and Anderson similarly argue that privacy cannot be viewed only as economic rationality, where personal information is provided in exchange for the benefit of a service or social value [16]. An interesting proposition following this argument is to view privacy as based on accountabilities of presence [37]. Our approach to privacy builds partly on this work in that we agree with the importance of fitting technology into already existing cultural practices. While these discussions focus on the issues governing interpersonal privacy management as a way to inform researchers and developers more broadly in terms of technology design, we propose a more contextually grounded approach to actual empirical research and a more dynamic use of the concept of privacy within HCI.

Another relevant theoretical approach is that of Boyle and Greenberg [13]: the researchers provide a taxonomy for different technical types of support for privacy in the use of video media awareness systems and describe a vocabulary for individual’s modalities of privacy control. This vocabulary provides a useful and clear description of how individuals control their privacy in relation to media awareness. In this paper, however, we address the basic issue of why privacy is so important to use of sensor-based systems in order to continue answering how people negotiate privacy in everyday situations.

Location-Based Technologies
These issues of privacy are particularly relevant to location sharing. Location-based systems have entered many people’s lives in the form of friend finders (such as foursquare, Gowalla and Facebook), map based searches (as provided with for example Google maps) and way-finding systems (GPS navigators). Such applications introduce a new set of privacy issues related not only to surveillance but also to simple factors such as control of impression management and interpersonal privacy [30]. It is therefore no surprise that many studies of people’s privacy concerns and preferences for data sharing have focused particularly on location. Where some studies have based their findings on scenario testing [5], others have deployed systems with real-time sharing of location [36] or focused on commercial systems [20, 27]. These efforts to pinpoint aspects of people’s concerns regarding location sharing are of particular interest in this paper. Where, from a naïve perspective, a person’s location is not sensitive information (in that a person is generally physically visible to others), the recording and sharing of this information with people outside the physical vicinity make this information potentially sensitive. Researchers have, since early prototype systems, attempted to determine and predict specific location sharing practices [14, 25] and attributed results to the concept of ‘privacy preferences’. However, most technology-focused studies of personal privacy preferences/perceptions have yet to provide a clear description of how these findings fit into a broader understanding of personal privacy.

The Understanding of Privacy
Nissenbaum’s theory of contextual integrity [29] emphasizes that there is no aspect of human life that is “not governed by [context-specific] norms of information flow” [29, p. 119], those being cultural, ethical or moral norms. We are able to fluently transform our behavior according to these norms just as we appropriate our actions with people we have different relationships with. She argues that there are no such thing as universal privacy norms but that these are distinct to each situation, and assist in maintaining
contextual integrity. *Contextual integrity* describes a desirable state that people strive towards by keeping perceived-private information private according to the context. For example, people expect to share medical information with doctors but not with employers. Where it in some cultures yearly salary is perceived as private, within others it is normal to share this information. Contextual integrity thereby explains how privacy is grounded in each context, governed by pre-existing norms and values. To explain her theory of contextual integrity, she highlights three principles that dominate the public discussion of privacy policy: (1) protecting the privacy of individuals against government intrusion, (2) restricting access to sensitive personal information and (3) protecting personal space. It is argued that because many new socio-technical and sensing technologies (for example public surveillance) fall into grey areas or even outside these principles, there is no pre-defined understanding of privacy in these situations. The argument relates to Boyle and Greenberg’s explanation of “inadvertent privacy violations” where the media space design aligns poorly with social and human factors [13]. It thus appears rather narrow to attempt to generate generalized, rule-based principles about personal privacy preferences. Understanding personal privacy concern requires a contextually grounded awareness of the situation and culture, not merely a known set of characteristics of the context.

The current popular attempt to provide general guidelines about privacy preferences is flawed exactly because of the user studies’ lack of situational foundation. We suggest that other, more theoretical, measures are included in the broader discussion of privacy in relation to technology studies. In the following section we expand on Nissenbaum in relation to our own empirical data to support our argument.

**THE CASE FOR CONTEXTUAL INTEGRITY**

To support our proposition that privacy should be approached as a much more flexible notion and to explain the theory of contextual integrity, we lean on empirical data focusing on mobile personal information management. The data is from a project studying university students’ use of a mobile social network (Facebook); this group is of particular interest since they illustrate common use of a network that is highly integrated into their daily lives. We do not claim that these students represent the broader population but rather that this sub-population represents a particular set of values in an extreme, highly social, highly mobile setting. Their practices illuminate aspects of privacy that so far have been ignored. The project itself focuses on broader issues; here we focus on their information-sharing and privacy perceptions (see [12] and [6] for further details on the project). The data consist of qualitative semi-structured interviews with 60 students as well as data collection from their online profiles. All participants accessed their online social network mostly from their mobile device (iPhone, Blackberry), resulting in very integrated use where other types of text communication such as text messaging were placed side by side in terms of importance.

In this section we examine three parts from Nissenbaum’s theory in an aim to provide real-life examples of how privacy is perceived, negotiated and articulated: social appropriateness, distribution and change of norms. We apply our own data selectively, acknowledging (and emphasizing) that one particular online social network does not contain generalizable behavior. We aim to exemplify particular characteristics of Nissenbaum’s theory to build our argument.

**Social appropriateness**

Part of Nissenbaum’s reasoning refers to how norms of appropriateness determine what personal information is fitting to reveal in a particular context. Each social setting prescribes what kind of information is expected to be shared; it is appropriate to share medical data with doctors but not with distant acquaintances and it is normal to share romantic details with friends but not with colleagues. These norms are primary to behavior and inform the contexts wherein actions are performed. Among our participants it was clear that such concept of social appropriateness was in place regarding their use of the online social network. Just as face-to-face contexts are governed by norms, so were the online communication situations that the participants reported. This communally understood behavior, or as Mancini et al. refer to as ‘unspoken code of conduct’ [27], contributes to a general understanding of social context, and participants had few problems with others overstepping their bounds of privacy. In the few cases where such overstepping had occurred, swift action by the participants had been taken, such as unfriending a friend who repeatedly sent unwanted messages. This general understanding of limits and bounds was in place partly because the network had been part of the participants’ lives for 3+ years but more importantly because they had the ability to weigh situations and act accordingly.

Nissenbaum also stresses how an important part of norms of appropriateness is the distinction between different relationships, different social roles. How a person behaves is dependent on the other people present in the context. For our participants it was clear that their personal information sharing was grounded in their own perception of their social relations present on Facebook. Their content sharing was meant for their full set of friends with few exceptions. As in other research [20], none of the participants had divided their friends into sub-groups, providing reasons that this is a time-consuming task or due to unawareness of this feature. Instead they were reasonably aware who was on their friend list and shared information accordingly. The ‘mom test’ was not uncommon, illustrated by this male participant: “I am friends with my mom on Facebook so I guess I am okay with my mom seeing it.” Participants’ content was self-censored to fit the ‘greatest common divisor’.
Another method of tailoring the content to the socially appropriate situation was to publish content that was specifically understood by a subgroup but not by the rest of the group. While the study took place the university held an ‘end of semester’ extended weekend and although it was known internally by students that a lot of drinking took place, the status messages were cryptic enough to leave outsiders with some ambiguity as to what was going on. Participants wrote content such as: “[name of special weekend]...Worlds greatest college weekend...love you” and another participant wrote: “thinks [name of special weekend] is going great =]”. The plausible deniability that vague messages provided was enough for the participants to find them acceptable, even though the vast majority stated that alcohol in pictures or status message was improper, especially because two thirds were under 21, the legal drinking age in the US. It was necessary for the participants to manage their content tightly due to their broad set of friends, conforming to the notion of social appropriateness.

Challenges to Research
Nissenbaum points out that although norms of appropriateness are part of everyday life, these norms are not explicitly addressed in research that informs privacy policies. We also find that much research relating to privacy issues and technology has, if not simply ignored context, then attempted to generalize to other contexts on the basis of characteristics. It is not uncommon for studies to inquire to their participants’ preferences for information sharing on the basis of scenarios or personas rather than within an actual sharing situation. Before commercial sharing applications were available this seemed acceptable, but even with experience sampling made possible in networked mobile devices, the ‘experience’ tracked is still too complex to generate general rules from. Our concern here is not simply the quality of research methods but the approach to privacy that many studies take, attempting to gather information that can inform design in the form of ‘people’s general preferences for privacy’. By studying behavior as predictable and generalizable, personal privacy research is missing out on opportunities to understand people’s underlying motivations for sharing and not sharing in the first place. This brings us to a discussion of the distribution of information, or information flow.

Information Flow
Another set of norms that Nissenbaum uses to explain privacy in terms of contextual integrity is the concept of information flow. Like the norms of social appropriateness, existing norms of information flow are engrained into everyday life, again in particular related to different relationships. Relationships are in essence defined by what type of information we share with one another. People share more intimate information with close friends and more general information with acquaintances. What we tell people about ourselves is in a sense as important as what we hold back in terms of forming relationships, a factor that should inform our understanding of privacy. These norms of information flow help explain the sudden concern over sharing personal information such as present location or preferences for particular material commodities. Yet, most people also have an exhibitionist desire to share at least some personal information with different sets of people, described as “self-exposure”.

Reasons to share personal information
Before the advent of online social services such as Flickr, Twitter and Facebook, many people found it difficult to imagine the value of sharing with superficial relations. Trivial, personal information as is done now through status messages and photos of small everyday events (and for many it still is). But interest in others’ personal lives have always been part of human nature, and with the introduction of reality shows in the late ‘90s more and more people have been getting their ‘15 minutes of fame’, to the joy and entertainment of others. What appealed to our participants were some of the same factors that are at play in reality television where apparently normal people (as opposed to people with particular abilities leading to their fame such as singing, acting, writing or sports) have their personal lives exposed. It is the dual pleasure of both being able to expose ones’ self and being able to ‘snoop’ on others’ private lives that is at play here. A female participant for example expressed why she found Facebook so intriguing: “It’s for the same reason that, you know, people find celebrities entertaining and so many gossip, you know, it’s like reading about other people’s life, especially when you know them, is just really entertaining”. Exposing personal information in essence makes the person ‘feel famous’, especially when others comment on content (in public or semi-public), which is re-affirmed as the person is able to see others’ personal information and comment on it. The network, in this sense, fulfilled a need for self-exposure but at the same time users were able to manage their personal information. The dual desires to expose private personal information to seek attention and to ‘snoop’ on others’ personal lives work well in an online social network where relationships are dominated by weak ties [17].

Reasons not to share personal information
Obviously there is also personal information that people are not interested in sharing with (selected) others and this is the area of which most research has addressed. Many studies, particularly of ubicomp technologies, focus on what information people do not wish to share. However, what many of these studies ignore and misunderstand is the distinction between different intents behind not wanting to share a piece of personal information. A participant who responds that they would not share a particular piece of information with a particular other is not necessarily worried about the other person obtaining this information or expressing privacy concern. There are multiple contextual factors at play. Here we propose a simplified explanation where there are two reasons for not sharing information, one a genuine concern about others knowing something (a secret) and the other simple modesty or politeness, not
wanting to ‘burden’ others with seemingly insignificant information. Where modesty governs particularly weak ties (e.g. we do not have genuine concern about the person next to us in the coffee shop knowing our name and position, yet we would not walk over and volunteer that info); secrets' govern to a higher degree close ties (e.g. we would not expect our close friend to tell our spouse what we have bought them as a Christmas present). The closer a relationship gets, the more information is often exchanged between the partners and the more potential ‘secret’ or ‘relationship specific’ information exist. In an odd way new social media technology supports the modesty-motivated desire not to share, by making it available for easy access rather than having to specifically provide the information. While people are not sharing information specifically with each other, they are making personal information available to interested others; it is not a motivation to hide information but a motivation to adhere to common practices of what information to (explicitly) share with specific people in specific situations (information flow based on relationships). It was clear from our study that the participants were able to negotiate their shared content to fit with both motivations of modesty (by not ‘forcing’ information on anyone) and secrets (by not revealing inappropriate information to people on their friend list).

Negotiating information sharing on the ground
As we have argued, supported by Nissenbaum, information flow defines individual social relationships, but digital technologies are not very good at managing groups of relationships, except laboriously. Facebook does have an option to separate friends into groups and publishing content to specific groups only; however, despite its apparent usefulness, none of our participants had taken advantage of this feature, either because they were not aware of it or because they did not want to spend the time on customization. Perhaps, one of the problems with this tool is that a friend list is still static when it has been created. Following the principles of contextual integrity, each status message and each picture should be published to a new unique list of friends. Another obvious flaw, based in the user interface, is that receivers of the messages cannot see who the message had been shared with, which subset of friends or the sender’s whole network; this prevents the message from being socially translucent [18]. Instead of using friend subsets, the participant showed us how they negotiated the sharing by going by ‘greatest common divisor. When asked if they worried about their privacy, a male participant said that he did not but “I am conscious of what I put up there”, indicating that he would rather censor the content than fiddle with detailed privacy settings. This highlights the point that controlling information flow is negotiated on the ground, locally, instead of through a complex set of settings behind several pages, which was not transparent to view at each posting².

The area where most self-presentation management took place for the participants was in relation to pictures posted on Facebook. One female participant for example said: “People that take pictures of me are people who are allowed to take pictures of me I guess, like friends...” and another participant said “If there is a picture where I don’t look my best I don’t want to be tagged and I will untag it.” The same participant expressed how she was able to check out her boyfriend and how she would look through his profile on occasion: “...there have been a few incidents were, like he will be tagged in a picture with another girl and I will ask ‘what was that?’ and it is nothing that has been too problematic...” Identity management was conducted as an ongoing activity where the personal information sharing was constantly held up against the social norms of information flow, norms tailored to the participants’ relationships.

Research often points to the discrepancy between expressed privacy concern and apparent oversharing, or inflated self-reports of concern that do not fit with actual information protection behavior [1]. We found part of a potential explanation in that several participants were not sure exactly who they where sharing their content with. One participant, for example, replied to our question of which friends he shared content with: “I think… I don’t even really know… I think it is just private, I mean only people from [the university] can search me or my other networks...” It was not uncommon to be unsure of their actual settings, which in return questions, if not the validity, at least the usefulness of studies viewing ‘friends-only’ sharing as a ‘privacy enhancing behavior’ [34]. Instead, we note how information-sharing practices were negotiated on the ground, within single experiences; if our participants experienced something negative, they changed behaviors.

This data should clearly illustrate our earlier emphasis that studying privacy preferences is complex and should be rooted in context. No matter how detailed a scenario is given within a study and no matter how many characteristics of participants’ real life is based on real information, each situation is unique for the individual, and each decision to share or not is decided within that context.

Change of Norms
As a final characteristic from Nissenbaum’s theory, we turn our attention to the changing of norms over time. What was appropriate to know about other people at one time is not the same today. Where in the 1990s it was inappropriate or at least questionable to be aware of the caller’s identity

1 By secrets we do not mean juicy tales of cheating spouses but simple daily relationship negotiations, such as not wanting a spouse to hear a heart-to-heart talk with a friend.

2 Facebook has recently changed the way users chose who to share content with and selecting people and lists appears to be slightly more transparent.
before picking up the phone, it is today inconceivable not to have the caller ID function on cell phones. Especially with technological development, norms change rapidly, some more subtly than others.

Several of our participants made reference to changes of this sort. They had encountered something undesired, such as an unwanted post on their profile, and had de-friended the offender; their friend-accepting behavior consequently became more conservative, and most participants claimed that they knew virtually all of their friends personally and had met them in real life. We propose that even within an online social network norms change, and participants illustrated a change in social norms in their transition from high school to university. Where it was appropriate to accept (and possibly interact) with all friend requests in high school, now more moderate norms reigned.

One problem with inquiries into privacy preferences and concern in relation to prototype technologies is these technologies’ lack of establishment among the people testing them. Much of the research within ubicomp and HCI uses prototypes, which can be a useful tool for receiving early feedback to new technologies, but which can be more complicated for studies predicting behavior manifested within repeated and socially established use. Looking at early preferences for potential sharing of certain data does not generate invalid findings but because their lack of grounding within actual lived situations they merely provide a tiny slice of potential human behavior in potential situations. It is therefore not only difficult to describe generic preferences among people but it is questionable how useful such prescriptions are long-term. At best they represent a snapshot in time, describing how current norms influence behavior.

We now step outside Nissenbaum’s theory and continue by looking at a well-studied type of personal data in terms of concern for sharing: location. Ubicomp research, in particular, has maintained location as a focus of research, partly due to recent technological developments and partly due to its wide appeal in social applications. By illustrating the use of location within our own data, this discussion adds to the argument that preferences for personal privacy are grounded in contextual integrity.

LOCATION SHARING AND PRIVACY
Location has recently become a type of personal information that is possible to record and share, in real time, through our pervasive mobile devices. This intriguing type of personal information can have useful and productive applications (such as locating emergency calls from cell phones, locating nearest point of interest and locating friends of interest), but can also aid misuse (locating victims by criminals and stalkers, targeted but unwanted advertisements, and locating by unwanted friends/family). More importantly, the very essence of personal privacy includes the permission to ‘hide’, that is, placing oneself in seclusion, away from self-selected people. The prospect of being located is therefore also distressing for people if not in full control of this information. Referring back to Nissenbaum’s concept of contextual integrity, it should be clear how general societal norms, in terms of the appropriateness of real-time location sharing, have yet to develop; so far we adhere to common sense. It is therefore no surprise that research has been particularly curious about people’s concern for location sharing.

Many studies of privacy concern relating to location have been scenario based; participants were provided with descriptions of situations (often based on person-relevant data) and then asked if they were comfortable sharing particular location information with particular people [5, 10, 11, 25, 35]. Others have employed actual sharing technologies and in-situ studies [4, 22, 23, 31, 36, 38]. Each study focuses on particular elements of behavior or perception, for example how much concern individuals express [5], how their level of concern influences their privacy settings [36, 38] or people’s willingness to share location information with others depending on location and recipients [2, 14, 25]. Most of this work attempts to pin down people’s perceptions and preferences of sharing personal data with a wide, but specified, set of people.

Different Types of Location
In these studies the concept of location is addressed as a single type of information. Papers conclude and generalize about ‘location privacy’ based on the location type that they are looking at, despite other studies and other applications using and studying different granularities of location as well as different types of location information. Where some applications rely on exact geo-referenced locations using latitude and longitude, others use user-entered place names. Yet others (for example commercial ‘check-in’ services such as Gowalla, foursquare and Facebook’s check in) use community-named locations. The level of accuracy also differs, but with most commercial systems now using GPS, with WiFi fingerprinting as backup, the imprecision of early systems has decreased. Unfortunately, treating such diverse information as a single entity waters down analysis and generalizability between studies. Systems and findings are compared inappropriately to other systems and research, leading to analogies and conclusions that may not be justified. ‘Location’ is, like the notion of privacy, a vague concept, interpreted variously according to context.

One way this problem manifests is that reviews of literature on location sharing services often do not actually mention what type of location data was shared. The difference between sharing a named location (such as ‘Home’, ‘Peet’s Coffee’, ‘University and 9th Av’) and exact geo-referenced location is significant for social appropriateness; where providing a self-defined location is better in upholding accountability and contextual integrity, a geographical reference is more likely to reveal locations with no social translucence [18]. Similarly, the difference between ‘checking in’ and constant background updating also poses
a significant shift in accountability; a manual check-in is controlled by the user, but a location provided by background updating can be misunderstood by even the closest friends. This is particularly relevant when adhering to the view that privacy is based on accountabilities of presence [33, 37].

Some studies do address the issue of disclosing location at different levels of granularity; Consolvo et al., [14] for example, directly asked people about which level of location information they would reveal or Hecht et al., looked at manually entered location [19]. There is a major difference of the user’s perception between sharing location with different granularity and of different type, and little research so far has addressed this issue. Comparing or contrasting people’s preferences for sharing geo-referenced location with sharing self-defined, text-based locations makes little sense, owing to social norms around providing this information [32]. In fact, the increased social translucence of self-defined location not only adds contextual information, it can also contribute to maintaining personal relationships [4] and is therefore likely more rewarding to use.

Motivations for Sharing Location

Although some studies have looked into motivations for sharing location digitally with friends or sharing with third parties [6, 14, 15], few studies have been able to ground their studies in real situations. In the studies that have investigated why and how their participants wanted to share location information in particular situations, the situations were mainly provided as scenarios, or location was given only as a geo-referenced type [5, 11, 25, 36].

Our own data confirmed that individuals occasionally use Facebook to post their location. Yet, their understanding of social appropriateness prevented them from just showing up at a friend’s location unless explicitly invited. “That would be creepy,” participants explained. The norms in our (Western) society (at least since the telephone was widely adopted) dictate that people do not ‘just show up’ but make prior social engagements. This transferred to Facebook even though the knowledge of people’s whereabouts was now often more detailed. Interestingly, this use is in contrast to social networks that were specifically developed for meet-ups such as Dodgeball. We have earlier pointed out how specifically inviting status messages can lead to real-life meet-ups, but that these were almost always mediated by other communication [6].

This common rule in turn made location a fairly uninteresting status to post for our participants unless it was in the context of something more ‘status-worthy’ and we found less than 5% of their status messages contained reference to present location. The surprising finding that none of the participants ‘checked in’ (through Facebook’s own feature) or pushed Gowalla or foursquare locations to their Facebook profile was very likely a feature of our student sample. They lived in a small college town with few core social spots and possibly felt the need to convey their identity [15] through other expressions.

Inquires into people’s ‘privacy preferences’ and ‘privacy practices’ are often based on the belief that privacy is of clear concern to all. But while people of course do have such concerns, these are rarely well articulated or generalizable, even within individuals. Studies often inquire what types of information the participants are willing to share, and in what situations, but the analyses often neglect to inquire the deeper reasons why people are not willing to share particular information. Studies that have asked this question often find different reasons than those of privacy. Consolvo et al., for example, in their initial study of location-sharing preferences, highlights issues of privacy between hierarchical relations; employees are more cautious about sharing location information with their managers, which would then indicate a generic predictor with whom people want to share information with [14]. However, in the authors’ later technology implementation of Reno, they point out that participants mainly turned off automated sharing in order not to ‘spam’ the people they shared location with [22]. Bales et al. also found that the ‘off setting’ in their location-sharing system CoupleVibe was used merely out of courtesy for the sharing partner, for example due to a known time difference, instead of a clear preference for privacy [3]. And in our own study of Connecto, groups of co-workers, including a manager, shared location throughout the study without expressing any significant concern [4]. This ties back to the discussion of modesty versus secrecy in terms of motivations. Even these few examples show how modesty is also too simple a concept to explain motivations; so where people might seem reluctant to share location data by answering negatively in a study or survey, the reasons for this are contextually defined. Unfortunately the data from the many studies that look at sharing preferences skews our knowledge of real users’ motives and more broad considerations for their privacy.

We now turn to a discussion of possible implications for research that this rather rigid notion of privacy in HCI research is contributing to.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

As described in this paper, the actual data that are often shared, or imagined shared, are in no case homogenous across studies; where some share a community-defined location, others share an exact geo-referenced location, etc. This is in itself not problematic because different systems make use of different types of data, but when researchers compare findings across studies, the fallacy is to think that these can inform one another and together build a

---

3 Dodgeball was a text-message based social network existing from 2000 to 2009. It enabled people to see which of their friends were nearby, focusing on social gathering.
characteristic of privacy leads us to emphasize that it is the availability of into transforms practices were. If we view privacy in a broader light, it only answering to pinpoint exactly they did, only answering why they reacted and what their practices were. If we view privacy in a broader light, it transforms (as Palen and Dourish has also pointed out [30]) into the everyday negotiations done to manage not only the availability of one’s personal information, but also the information that one receives about others. This important characteristic of privacy leads us to emphasize that it is the appropriation of behavior in the situation that informs new research and not a behavioristic belief that people’s actions are based on a structured set of privacy concerns. Instead of focusing on the how and what in terms of people’s preferences for personal data sharing, we need a foundation of research that looks at why.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have attempted to frame and discuss the notion of privacy as it is studied and presented in relation to HCI and ubicomp technologies. It is no doubt a slippery notion that tends to be used for any kind of concern about personal information recording and sharing. With location detection being of particular interest, many studies have examined concern for the sharing of personal location data, real-time as well as recorded. We believe that a great portion of this research is not grounded in real-world situations and is therefore unable to provide more than coarse generalizations, which in many cases are easily predicted by applying already-present theoretical frameworks such as Nissenbaum’s contextual integrity [29], Altman’s theoretical privacy framework (as used by Palen and Dourish [30]) and Agre’s discussion of ‘the new landscape’ [1].

With illustrations from our own study of practices among highly mobile users of an online social network, we emphasized how articulated privacy concerns were less visible among our participants but that they instead adjusted their practices according to social norms. They changed behavior (e.g. being more conservative in their friend acceptances) mainly after having experienced something negative, something that made them question their private integrity. Although we do not claim that our data set, collected from a very homogeneous and non-representative set of people, provides generalizable findings about broader aspects of privacy, we found it useful to illustrate some of the points of our argument.

From our analysis of literature and our own empirical data it is clear that privacy concerns are not easily measurable. People want accountability for their actions, they want control over their own personal data, and they want plausible deniability for their recorded and shared personal data. When data is already semi-public, for example when a person is out in public or self-posts information online, sharing does not violate any sense of privacy, except if this sharing goes beyond what is commonly conceivable in accordance with contextual integrity. It is therefore reasonable to state that people prefer manual systems where they keep control over their data and in which they can define the shared data themselves, from situation to situation (such as for example self-defined labels). At the same time it is important not to underestimate the social consideration people have for one another, particularly in close relationships (strong ties); they are simply not interested in providing more information than necessary in scenarios of personal information sharing due to modesty.
but also because this can also lead to complex scenarios of sense of reciprocity (see Bales et al., for a discussion [3]).

Our major aim with this paper is to call for a more nuanced treatment of the notion of privacy within HCI. In fact we will go as far as to suggest minimizing the use of this loaded and commonly-misunderstood word. Often, research is in fact addressing issues of information sharing practices and concern for revealing personal data. Using the word privacy, particularly to elicit data from participants, not only introduces the complexity of multiple interpretations of the word but also automatically stamps the data as sensitive. Location information, for example, is in many public situations the most available data about a person, free for all to see; yet many current studies present a general concern for sharing such information widely.

We therefore suggest that future studies use a different, more specific vocabulary for empirical research. Such vocabulary should explicitly distinguish between carefully determined reasons why individuals want to share or not share information before looking at how and what. Our initial analysis here uncovered the notions of secrecy and modesty, concepts that provide a first step for such distinction. We suggest that the next steps are taken in the direction of uncovering the established sense of social appropriateness and its influence on people’s information sharing practices. Yet such investigation should distinguish between social norms and personal appropriateness due to their distinct characteristics and influence of behavior. Viewing social norms and personal appropriateness as fluid notions will prevent overarching generalizations based on situational characteristics and instead provide a better understanding of why, rather than how, individuals want to share personal information. Only by utilizing such detailed vocabulary can we begin to gain a better insight into personal information sharing practices.
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